
Associate Software Engineers: Cloud & Mobile

We hire among the best and brightest engineers and we look to meet top notch Software Engineers (SWE) for our
expansion. Ideal candidates are out-of-box thinkers with experience of 2-5 years.

We would also be open to recruiting Freshers as Trainee SWE. Candidates must have demonstrated significant
entrepreneurial spirit through coding competitions and other hackathon events and should have spent time playing

around and developing free time applications.

1. Web-Cloud Engineering Squad: We are looking at full stack engineers on the LAMP stack, with experience in
PHP or Python and MySQL. Very strong skills and exposure in product stack would be required. Exposure to
Web Services and APIs and Google Cloud Platform (GCP) would be an advantage.

2. Mobile & Handheld Interface Engineering Squad: We are also looking for folks with experience in Android,
iOS, Hybrid Mobile development platforms and/or those with experience in integrating solutions in
NFC/RFID/Bluetooth etc.

The role would involve product development engineering, i.e, software engineering and application development. We
expect candidates to think several notches superior than a back-end job in a large organization. The role calls for
exceptional problem solving, analytical thought process and quick thinking skills. Budding Professionals who are curious
to develop themselves and wanting to do jobs that are bigger than their designated roles would thrive in this
environment. We expect candidates to come with good algorithm writing skills, mastery over DB querying and
management, coding proficiency in at least one or two platforms/languages and a love for open source.

WORK CULTURE

We offer flexible work hours with unlimited access and freedom to explore and innovate while at work. The work culture
believes in working hard and playing hard. This position is based out of Hyderabad.

Infologitech is a startup founded by seasoned professionals from the internet space. It is led by the same leadership that
helped incubate and build Google’s maps business in over 150 countries. It's flagship product SpotWays
(www.spotways.com) is in a growth stage. SpotWays is a Web-cloud and Android platform driven product.

SpotWays is backed by professionals with experience in companies such as Google, Microsoft, GE and so on. The core
management, advisory and investor team consists of alumni from IITs, ISB, IIMs and global Ivy league schools such as
MIT, LSE, Kellogg and others. Infologitech’s core focus is to build location and people management solutions to
address the teething problems of Small and Medium businesses in India and Emerging Countries.

Interested?
Please write to info@infologitech.in with your detailed resume

http://www.spotways.com/
mailto:info@infologitech.in

